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Cathedral Pipes

Notre Dame Tube Condenser Microphone

One of my favorite new audio-gear
trends in the past few years has been the
rise of custom mic builders. Second only
to custom car geeks, these folks take the
classic mic designs—usually those that
start with C, U, or E—and then tinker with
their favorite recipe of capacitors, transformer windings, grille covers and more,
until they come up with a microphone that
offers a classic heritage, but with each
designer’s own special signature flair.
I have been test-driving a mic that’s one
of the most pimped-out reimaginings of
the venerable Neumann U47 that I have
ever seen: the Notre Dame from the folks
at Cathedral Pipes.

Awesome sound to match unbelievable looks

This ain’t your Grandpa’s vintage mic!
The Notre Dame, like all Cathedral
Pipes mics, is handbuilt in the company’s
California facility by company founder
Charles Dickinson. The line currently contains 4 models: The Saint Jean Baptiste
FET condenser, the Seville ribbon, The
Regensburg Dom (also U47-inspired), and
the king of the castle, The Notre Dame.
These are some of the blingiest mics on the
planet, featuring shiny chrome bodies with
color fades, coats of arms, and more. The
visual icing on the cake is that each microphone’s grille and capsule assembly is internally lit with glowing, colored LEDs. There
have been a few microphones in the past to
have lighted capsules, like Korby’s Red and
Blue models and at least one Heil mic, but I
am not sure if they used similar technology.
Overall I would be curious to hear
Chuck’s tales of where his chrome covered coat of arms and bright internally-lit
capsules came from... there are no other
mics on the market that look like these!
The Notre Dame in all its glory
The Notre Dame is inspired by the U47,
but due to the demise of the old steel tubes
used in the original Neumann, the Notre
Dame uses a glass NOS Valvo/Phillips
GmbH PF86 tube, giving the mic just the
slightest hint of U67 character as well.
Staring with the outside, the mic body
is indeed a replica of a U47 down to the
dimensions and look of the head basket,
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although by design the head basket is a tad more open than the
original. The mic is finished in a shiny chrome with a white enamel fade and a large Cathedral Pipes coat of arms badge. Its head
basket glows a warm white!
Internally this mic illustrates the loving design of a custom builder,
with hand-chosen components at every turn. The capsule is Charles’
own take on the Neumann M7 capsule, handmade in his Orange
County shop. All components are personally chosen by Charles, including the Cinemag CM-2461 NiCo output transformer, Wima MK4 and
Solen capacitors, and a monstrous paper and oil coupling capacitor
(almost the size of the PF86 glass tube!) made by Tobias Jensen.
Cathedral Pipes offers no specs on the mic at all, but we don’t
listen to spec sheets... we’ll make do with our ears.
And ALL the trimmings
Before we jump into the Notre Dame in use, we must talk about
the kit that it comes with. I’ll cut to the chase and let you know that
I have never seen a microphone package done this well before,
and I’m pretty sure you haven’t either.
It starts with a deluxe oversized roadie-style briefcase custom
made by GOMC (short for Get Off My Case). Inside is a thick, deep
die-cut foam lining topped in a harder red foam—everything in the
package is the same matching red and white. The kit includes a
Rycote shock mount, again custom made for Cathedral Pipes in
white and red. There is a matching red pouch which houses a red
power cable for the power supply and a custom-made red multipin
mic cable with a threaded lock that screws to the bottom of the mic
like the cables of old. The cable is made at Cathedral Pipes HQ
using special OCC (Ohno Continuous Cast) copper wiring.
And then there’s the power supply. One of the first things that
drew Editor Mike Metlay and me over to the Cathedral Pipes
booth at the 2014 AES show, beyond the bright glowing microphones, was this power supply. You should know that Dr. Metlay
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and hopefully inspired. Sonically, if you want
big front-and-center beauty, the Notre Dame
sounds as impressive as it looks.
Finally, I find the care and quality that
went into the power supply, the package,
and all of its extras to be second to none.
There is no mic kit I have seen in a
decade and a half of studio work and
reviewing that compares to it... none!
What I really cannot believe is that the
whole package comes in at $2400. I just
don’t see how that’s even possible with its
impeccable fit and finish, loads of extras,
and classy sound—but I’m not going to
argue about it, and neither should you. I
can’t wait to test-drive more Cathedral
Pipes mics in the future!
Price: $2400
More from: Cathedral Pipes,
www.cathedralpipes.com
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